
The Data Unification bundle unifies your web analytics, ad platform and revenue data to give you 
end-to-end visibility into your overall funnel and helps you easily see cross-channel and campaign 
performance. With our data visualization tool built-in, you also have the freedom to slice and dice your 
data how you want… Set-up takes just a couple of weeks! No data engineering resources needed.
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How quickly marketers can adjust strategies and make decisions has become critical. Having real-time marketing data all in one 
place, and well-organized, provides marketers with the agility they need. If your current data gathering and analytics processes are 
frustrating or time consuming or missing the mark, now is the time to look at a more modern approach.

Ingestion and unification of data: CRM + Google Analytics + Google Ads + Facebook Ads

Identification of data quality issues

Cross-channel and campaign hierarchy with drilldowns

Analysis to identify campaigns with most potential

Funnel dashboards – overall, channel and campaign

25 purpose-built dashboards of your choosing

Data Explorer tool for custom visualizations

Regular check-ins with data scientist

Unlimited users

No additional data or database costs.

Implementation:  2 weeks

You can easily add data sources and functionality to your Starter Bundle as your needs change.

TRY FREE REQUEST DEMO

Say Goodbye to Data Wrangling
Getting started is easy. Cross-channel visibility in 1-2 weeks.

Data Unification

GET YOUR ARMS AROUND YOUR MARKETING DATA

Starter Bundle:

$2,000/month
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Funnel Summary

Revenue x Channel ActualsAd Cost x Provider Actuals

Impressions x Channel Actuals New Users x Channel Actuals Transactions x Channel Actuals

Channel Heatmap

Ad Cost Cost per Click Sessions New Users Cost per Conversion Revenue Conversion Rate Transactions

$2.62$270k
vs $44k515% vs $1.3299%

590k
vs 250k133%

300k
vs 130k140%

$8.11
vs $3.00171%

$2.9
vs $1.1M176%

5.7
vs 5.90%-1%

34k
vs 15k127%

Cost per Conversion

$8.11
vs $3.00171%
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“[With conDati,] Marketers 

benefit from increased 

revenue and pipeline lifts, 

precision and trust in the 

data to back their stories, 

and a better way to have 

consistent augmented 

intelligence to drive 

growth.”

Tom Davenport, Forbes

Augmenting Digital Marketing 

Intelligence with conDati

“

INTERACTIVE INSIGHTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
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Campaign Hierarchy Easily view performance 
across channels and quickly 
drilldown to the ad group 
level.
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Benchmarking
Compare campaigns to 
determine which are 
performing best and which 
have potential. 
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Return on Ad Spend

Worst Potential Costly Best
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Ad Cost Cost per Click Sessions New Users Cost per Conversion Revenue Conversion Rate Transactions

$2.62$270k
vs $44k515% vs $1.3299%

590k
vs 250k133%

300k
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$8.11
vs $3.00171%

$2.9
vs $1.1M176%

5.7
vs 5.90%-1%

34k
vs 15k127%

A holistic view of the health 
of your business that can be 
easily shared.


